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1. Executive Summary 

SAP HANA is the preferred database for all future SAP applications. Columnar databases and the in 
memory capabilities of SAP HANA make it an excellent platform for all SAP applications. Virtualized SAP 
HANA (SAP HANA) provides significant advantages over Physical HANA implementations by providing 
flexibility and agility in operating a HANA environment 

 

SAP HANA environments have a large memory footprint with the majority of data in memory. The 
changes to the memory are constantly being replicated to disk and there can be significant disk activity on 
the system in spurts. In addition when the system is restarted or there is any high availability event there 
is a massive requirement for data that needs to be quickly loaded into memory from disk. Due to these 
reasons, there is a requirement in HANA to have a highly performant IO subsystem.  All Flash Storage 
can be a great asset if used as shared storage for virtualized HANA implementations as they can provide 
excellent IO performance. This paper looks at the benefits of using virtualization that is backed by All 
Flash storage for SAP HANA. 

 

Another challenge in SAP HANA environments is the large memory requirement for the HW. In the real 
world, not all data needs to be in memory. By reducing the amount of data resident in memory there are 
many potential benefits from a cost and efficiency perspective. SAP HANA since SPS09 has introduced 
dynamic tiering that can help optimize memory utilization and move the less actively used data to 
extended tables on disk. In addition SAP HANA SPS10 provides capabilities for multi-tenant capabilities 
combined with dynamic tiering.  

 

This paper seeks to explore use cases for SAP HANA on All Flash storage to improve performance, 
optimize memory usage and increase RTO through efficient backup and recovery. We will explore the 
use of SAP HANA on All Flash storage for the following use cases: 

A. Improved performance for data load into virtualized HANA. 
B. Optimized write back Performance during regular operations. 
C. Streamlined back and recovery for HANA data 
D. Dynamic Tiering to reduce memory footprint with warm data on Flash 

 

1.1 Virtualized SAP HANA: (SAP HANA) 

 

SAP HANA is an in-memory database that massively improves performance of existing SAP applications, 
and enables business transformation via real-time analytics and transaction execution. SAP HANA is 
deployable in the cloud or as an on-premise appliance that is pre-installed and configured by certified 
partners, including HP, EMC, IBM, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Cisco, Dell, Huawei, NEC, and VCE. Organizations 
can run SAP HANA on existing certified enterprise class storage using the SAP HANA Tailored Data 
Center model. 

 

SAP® and partner solutions that use the market-leading SAP® HANA™ in-memory data platform enable 
businesses to run in real-time. Optimized for both transactional and analytical processing, SAP HANA 
solutions can dramatically accelerate analytics, business processes, sentiment data processing, and 
predictive capabilities. SAP HANA solutions also allow businesses to analyze Big Data rapidly, and this 
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drives rapid innovation. The SAP HANA database manages data in a multi core architecture for data 
distribution across all cores to maximize RAM locality by using scale-out (horizontally) and scale-up 
(vertically) functionality. Scale-up systems offer scalability, flexibility, and they enable CPU, memory, and 
storage to grow independently of one another as your needs expand. 

 

SAP supports SAP HANA® for productive use on VMware vSphere®, part of vCloud Suite. Customers 
now have the ability to achieve the benefits of virtualization for their SAP HANA environments, while 
leveraging all the components of vCloud Suite to build and run a vSphere-based private cloud. 

1.1.1 Improved performance for data load into SAP HANA: 

SAP HANA databases typically have a large memory footprint.  These databases are business critical in 
nature and they need to adhere to strict SLAs for uptime with minimal RPO and RTO.  On startup all the 
data will have to be loaded from disk into memory.  The load time would depend on the type of disk 
storage and its performance.  The time it takes for the system to load will directly impact the system 
availability and the RTO in the event of a failure. 

 

All flash arrays can provide tremendous read and write performance and can potentially be leveraged in 
SAP HANA database startup. We will look at the behavior of the SAP HANA system on startup and its 
impact on the storage. 

1.2 vCloud Suite for SAP HANA: 

vCloud Suite provides all components for building and running a private cloud infrastructure, based on 
vSphere, which leverages the software-defined data center architecture. This architectural approach 
delivers virtualized infrastructure services (compute, network, security and availability) with built-in 
intelligence to automate the on-demand provisioning, placement, configuration and control of applications 
based on defined policies.  
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Figure 1: VMware vCloud Suite Components 

During recent performance analysis conducted jointly by SAP and VMware, the majority of the test cases stayed 

within the defined KPI of 12% performance degradation compared to bare metal.  

 SAP HANA databases can be virtualized up to the maximum size of a virtual machine 

 Zero downtime migrations of SAP HANA leveraging vSphere vMotion    

 99.9%** availability for SAP HANA environments with automated restart of VMs leveraging vSphere HA 

   

 Automatically manage placement of HANA VMs at peak workloads with vSphere DRS    

 Ensure rapid and consistent deployments of SAP HANA with VMware VM templates and cloning 

capabilities    

 Prevent configuration drifts and enable consistent performance with the ability of vCenter and Host Profiles 

to check host configurations and mitigate drift from “golden” profiles    

 Disaster Recovery for SAP HANA environments with Automated DR leveraging Site Recovery Manager 

   

 Increase adoption of SAP HANA in the enterprise providing self- service provisioning of instances to the 

private/public cloud with vCloud Automation Center    

 Manage health, risk and efficiency of SAP HANA VMs with the rest of the VMware virtualized private 

cloud environment with VMware vCenter Operations Manager  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Figure 2: Benefits of leveraging vCloud Suite for SAP HANA 

 

1.2.1 SAP HANA Tailored Data Center Integration Model: 

 

The SAP HANA Tailored Datacenter Integration option (TDI) allows customers to use certain parts of their existing 

hardware and infrastructure components for the SAP HANA environment. Typically, a SAP HANA appliance 

comes with all of the necessary components pre-configured, as provided by certified SAP HANA hardware partners.  

TDI targets the usage of certain hardware and infrastructure components that might already exist in a customer’s 

landscape, instead of using the corresponding components that are delivered with a SAP HANA appliance. SAP 

HANA is typically deployed under the TDI model on SAP HANA certified hardware components. 
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Figure 3: Traditional SAP Appliance model vs. SAP HANA TDI 

More information on SAP HANA TDI can be found at http://www.saphana.com/docs/DOC-4380.  

1.2.2 SAP HANA Scale-Up Option  

The Scale-Up, or Single-Host SAP HANA configuration as named in the installation guide, describes in 
the context of virtualization, a single SAP HANA instance that runs on a single VM on a vSphere host. 
With a Scale-Up configuration, a single SAP HANA VM can be configured to consume all available host 
resources. Once a VM reaches the host or vSphere limits, if cannot grow larger. Due to the CPU socket-
to-RAM ratio limitation, the biggest server systems and RAM sizes available for BWoH workload are 8-
socket server systems, with 4 TB RAM and up to 6 TB RAM for specific SAP Business Suite workloads. 
Larger systems like 16- or 32-socket server systems will become available, and will allow the 
consolidation/co-deployment of several maximum-sized SAP HANA VMs on a single server system.  

 

Figure 3 shows such a single SAP HANA instance running on a single VM, that consumes all available 
server/VM resources. An SAP HANA system that already consumes the maximum server or VM limit 
won’t be able to grow beyond these limitations. Adding resources or changing the VM resource 
configuration is required to support scale-up growth.  

1.2.3 SAP HANA Scale-Out Option  

In an SAP HANA Scale-Out configuration running on vSphere, multiple SAP HANA “worker VMs” are 
distributed over multiple vSphere hosts. These SAP HANA worker VMs comprise a single, distributed 
SAP HANA system. 
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 Figure 4: Scale Up Single Host System 

In other words, an SAP HANA Scale-Out configuration connects several SAP HANA instances together 
into one large distributed SAP HANA database system. The benefit of this configuration is that it is 
possible to grow the SAP HANA database size over time, and it is easy to add more vSphere hosts and 
SAP HANA worker VMs as needed.  

 

Figure 5: SAP HANA Multi-Host System (Scale-Out) Configuration 

When the configured ESXi hosts are able to provide enough resources, it is also possible to co-deploy 
another SAP HANA Scale-Out system on the same physical vSphere ESXi host cluster, or any other 
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workload that an organization may want to run in virtualized mode. Figure 5 shows such a configuration, 
where two independent SAP HANA Systems (1 and 2) are running on several vSphere ESXi hosts that 
work together as two independent SAP HANA systems (SAP HANA System 1 and 2). When selecting 
SAP HANA system—or any other virtualized workload that has overlapping resource peaks and valleys—
it is possible to optimally utilize all available HW resources of the vSphere cluster. The example below 
shows a Scale-Out system, but would be valid for multiple independent SAP HANA Scale-Up systems as 
well. 

 

 

Figure 6: SAP HANA Multi-Host System Scale-Out with Multiple VMs 

1.3 SAP HANA Architecture Topologies on Flash: 

SAP HANA sizing and best practices guide provides guidelines on HANA sizing and best practices. The 
Best Practices guide for scale out provides additional guidelines on deploying SAP HANA These 
guidelines should be used to size and deploy the environment. We will look at some deployment 
topologies for Virtualized SAP HANA on Flash. 

 

1.3.1 HANA Deployment topologies: 

 

The basic topology for HANA before TDI was the appliance model. The appliance model translated 
directly to the SAP HANA Scale-Up model on VMWare. This is the simplest topology where the entire 
vSphere host is used to host a single SAP HANA scale up instance. All applications in this model will 
share the single SAP HANA instance. 

http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/SAP_HANA_on_vmware_vSphere_best_practices_guide.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/sap-hana-scale-out-deployments-on-vsphere.pdf
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Figure 7: SAP HANA Single Host System 

A variation of the scale up topology is to have multiple SAP HANA scale up virtual machines in one or 
more TDI hosts.  Each application can get its own single HANA scale-up instance. This model provides 
more flexibility in separating HANA workloads by SAP module by providing a dedicated HANA instance 
for each application. By breaking up HANA across multiple virtual machines, the memory footprint needed 
from a single host can be reduced as these virtual machines can run independently in different nodes of 
the vSphere cluster. 
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Figure 8: Scale up System Multiple VMs 

For larger HANA instances SAP provides the capability to scale-out the instance across multiple TDI 
nodes.  The workload is split between a master node and multiple worker nodes. vSphere is a good 
platform to deploy scale-out SAP HANA as it provides the capability to place the virtual machines across 
multiple physical hosts. 
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Figure 9: Scale Out Multi Host System with Multiple virtual machines 

 

As long as one adheres to SAP HANA Scale-Up and Scale-Out best practices for production 
environments, one can deploy SAP HANA in a flexible manner across multiple nodes in a cluster. Dev 
and Test environments have less stringent requirements and can share the vSphere cluster resources 
with other workloads. SAP HANA Dynamic tiering can be leveraged to further reduce the memory 
footprint of the HANA virtual machines backed by high performance flash storage to improve efficiency 
and maximize the utilization of vSphere infrastructure. 

 

VMware provides automation solutions for Disaster Recovery through VMware Site Recovery Manager 
(SRM). SRM can interact with solutions like HANA system replication to provide an automated disaster 
recovery solution for SAP HANA environments. SAP HANA data can be replicated in an application 
consistent manner HANA synchronous or Asynchronous across datacenters. This can be leveraged using 
call out scripts in SRM to automate disaster recovery for SAP solutions leveraging HANA. Leveraging 
VMware SRM with SAP HANA may require VMware PSO integration and consultancy services as custom 
scripts need to eveloped for every custom installation.  

 

Figure 10: Disaster Recovery Topology for SAP HANA 

1.4 All Flash Storage from Pure Storage: 

Pure Storage FlashArray makes server and workload investments more productive, while also lowering 
storage spend. With FlashArray, organizations can dramatically reduce the complexity of storage to make 

IT more agile and efficient, accelerating your journey to the 
cloud. 

FlashArrays performance can also make your business 
smarter by unleashing the power of real-time analytics, 
driving customer loyalty, and creating new, innovative 

https://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/SAP_HANA_on_vmware_vSphere_best_practices_guide.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/sap-hana-scale-out-deployments-on-vsphere.pdf
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customer experiences that simply weren’t possible with disk. All by Transforming Your Storage with 
FlashArray. 

FlashArray enables you to transform your data center, cloud, or entire business with an affordable all-
flash array capable of consolidating and accelerating all your key applications. 

Pure Storage FlashArray’s are fully SAP HANA TDI Storage certified, please ensure to check out the 
Certified SAP HANA® Hardware Directory1, section “Certified Enterprise Storage” for details. Only Pure 
Stoarge FlashArray’s configurations listed there are supported for SAP HANA production systems. 

Mini Size—Reduce power, space and complexity by 90% 

 3U base chassis with 15-120+ TBs usable 

 ~1kW of power 

 6 cables 

Mighty Performance—Transform your datacenter, cloud, or entire business 

 Up to 300,000 32K IOPS 

 Up to 9 GB/s bandwidth 

 <1ms average latency 

Modular Scale—Scale FlashArray//m inside and outside of the chassis for generations 

 Expandable to ~½ PB usable via expansion shelves 

 Upgrade controllers and drives to expand performance and/or capacity 

Meaningful Simplicity—Appliance-like deployment with worry-free operations 

 Plug-and-go deployment that takes minutes, not days 

 Non-disruptive upgrades and hot-swap everything 

 Less parts = more reliability 

The FlashArray//m expands upon the FlashArray’s modular, stateless architecture, designed to 
enable expandability and upgradability for generations. The FlashArray//m leverages a chassis-
based design with customizable modules, enabling both capacity and performance to be 

                                                      

 

1 https://global.sap.com/community/ebook/2014-09-02-hana-hardware/enEN/enterprise-storage.html 
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independently improved over time with advances in compute and flash, to meet your 
businesses needs today and tomorrow. 

1.4.1  Accelerating Databases and Applications 

Speed transactions by 10x with consistent low latency, enable online data analytics across wide datasets, 
and mix production, analytics, dev/test, and backup workloads without fear.  

1.4.2  Virtualizing and Consolidating Workloads 

Easily accommodate the most IO-hungry Tier 1 workloads, increase consolidation rates (thereby reducing 
servers), simplify VI administration, and accelerate common administrative tasks.  

1.4.3  Protecting and Recovering Vital Data Assets 

Provide an always-on protection for business-critical data, maintain performance even under failure 
conditions, and recover instantly with FlashRecover.  

Pure Storage FlashArray sets the benchmark for all-flash enterprise storage arrays. It delivers: 

1.4.4  Consistent Performance 

FlashArray delivers consistent <1ms average latency. Performance is optimized for the real-world 
applications workloads that are dominated by IO sizes of 32K or larger vs. 4K/8K hero performance 
benchmarks. Full performance is maintained even under failures/updates. 

 //m20 //m50 //m70 

Capacity • Up to 120+ TBs effective capacity* 
• 5 – 40TBs raw 

capacity (base 
chassis) 

• Up to 250+ TBs effective capacity* 
• 30 – 88TBs raw capacity (w/shelves) 

• Up to 400+ TBs effective capacity* 
• 44 – 136TBs raw 

capacity (w/shelves) 

Performanc
e 

• Up to 150,000 32K IOPS** 
• <1ms average latency 
• Up to 5 GB/s bandwidth 

• Up to 220,000 32K IOPS** 
• <1ms average latency 
• Up to 7 GB/s bandwidth 

• Up to 300,000 32K IOPS** 
• <1ms average latency 
• Up to 9 GB/s bandwidth 

Connectivit
y 

• 8 Gb/s Fibre Channel 
• 10 Gb/s Ethernet iSCSI 
• Management and Replication ports 

• 16 Gb/s Fibre Channel 
• 10 Gb/s Ethernet iSCSI 
• Management and Replication ports 

• 16 Gb/s Fibre Channel 
• 10 Gb/s Ethernet iSCSI 
• Management and Replication ports 

Physical • 3U 
• 742 Watts (nominal draw) 
• 110 lbs. (49.9 kg) fully loaded 
• 5.12” x 18.94” x 29.72” 

FlashArray//m chassis 

• 3U – 7U 
• 1007 - 1447 Watts (nominal draw) 
• 110 lbs. (49.9 kg) fully loaded + 

44 lbs. per expansion shelf 
• 5.12” x 18.94” x 29.72” 

FlashArray//m chassis 

• 5U – 11U 
• 1439 – 2099 Watts (nominal draw) 
• 110 lbs. (49.9 kg) fully loaded + 

44 lbs. per expansion shelf 
• 5.12” x 18.94” x 29.72” 

FlashArray//m chassis 

http://www.purestorage.com/flash-array/performance.html
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* Effective capacity assumes HA, RAID, and metadata overhead, GB-to-GiB conversion, and includes the benefit 
of data reduction with always-on inline deduplication, compression, and pattern removal. Average data reduction is 
calculated at 5-to-1, below the global average of the FlashArray user base. 

**  The industry commonly markets 4K IOPS, but real-world environments are dominated by IO sizes of 32K or larger. 

FlashArray//m adapts automatically to 512B-32KB IO for superior performance, scalability, and data reduction. 

 

1.4.5 Less Cost than Disk 

Inline de-duplication and compression deliver 5 – 10x space savings across broad set of IO workloads 
including Databases, Virtual Machines and Virtual Desktop Infrastructure.   

1.4.6  Mission-critical Resiliency 

FlashArray delivers >99.999% proven availability, as measured across the Pure Storage installed base 
and does so with non-disruptive everything without performance impact. 

1.4.7  Disaster Recovery Built-In 

FlashArray offers native, fully integrated, data reduction-optimized backup and disaster recovery at no 
additional cost. Setup disaster recovery with policy-based automation within minutes. And, recover 
instantly from local, space-efficient snapshots or remote replicas.  

1.4.8  Simplicity Built-In 

FlashArray offers game-changing management simplicity that makes storage installation, configuration, 
provisioning and migration a snap. No more managing performance, RAID, tiers or caching. Achieve 
optimal application performance without any tuning at any layer. Manage the FlashArray the way you like 
it: Web-based GUI, CLI, VMware vCenter, Rest API, or OpenStack.  

 

1.5 Purity Operating Environment 
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Purity implements advanced data reduction, storage management and flash management 
features, and all features of Purity are included in the base cost of the FlashArray//m. 

Storage Software Built for Flash—The FlashCare technology virtualizes the entire pool of flash 
within the FlashArray, and allows Purity to both extend the life and ensure the maximum 
performance of consumer- grade MLC flash.  

Granular and Adaptive—Purity Core is based upon a 512-byte variable block size metadata 
layer. This fine-grain metadata enables all of Purity’s data and flash management services to 
operate at the highest efficiency. 

Best Data Reduction Available—FlashReduce implements five forms of inline and post-process 
data reduction to offer the most complete data reduction in the industry. Data reduction 
operates at a 512-byte aligned variable block size, to enable effective reduction across a wide 
range of mixed workloads without tuning. 

Highly Available and Resilient—FlashProtect implements high availability, dual-parity RAID-3D, 
non- disruptive upgrades, and encryption, all of which are designed to deliver full performance 
to the FlashArray during any failure or maintenance event. 

Backup and Disaster Recovery Built In—FlashRecover combines space-saving snapshots, 
replication, and protection policies into an end-to-end data protection and recovery solution 
that protects data against loss locally and globally. All FlashProtect services are fully-integrated 
in the FlashArray and leverage the native data reduction capabilities. 

Pure1     

Pure1 Manage—By combining local web-based management with cloud-based monitoring, Pure1 
Manage allows you to manage your FlashArray wherever you are – with just a web browser. 

Pure1 Connect—A rich set of APIs, plugin-is, application connectors, and automation toolkits enable you 
to connect FlashArray//m to all your data center and cloud monitoring, management, and orchestration 
tools. 

Pure1 Support—FlashArray//m is constantly cloud- connected, enabling Pure Storage to deliver the most 
proactive support experience possible. Highly trained staff combined with big data analytics help resolve 
problems before they start. 

Pure1 Collaborate—Extend your development and support experience online, leveraging the Pure1 
Collaborate community to get peer-based support, and to share tips, tricks, and scripts. 

1.5.1 Experience Evergreen Storage 

Tired of the 3-5 year array replacement merry-go-round? The move to FlashArray//m can be your last 
data migration. Purchase and deploy storage once and once only – then expand capacity and 
performance incrementally in conjunction with your business needs and without downtime. 
Pure Storage’s vision for Evergreen Storage is delivered by a combination of the 
FlashArray’s stateless, modular architecture and the ForeverFlash business model, enabling 
you to extend the lifecycle of storage from 3-5 years to a decade or more. 
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2. SAP HANA Solution Architecture 

2.1.1 SAP HANA vSphere Cluster 

Four Dell R720 servers, each with 32 hyper-threaded cores and 256 GB RAM were deployed for use in 
the Virtualized SAP HANA environment.   These servers were deployed as part of a DRS cluster called 
SAP HANA. 

 

 

Figure 11: vSphere Host specifications for SAP HANA validation 

 

3. SAP HANA Virtual Machine: 

 

For the majority of the use cases, SAP HANA scale up model was used due to its implicit simplicity and 
VMware HA providing availability. Due to large memory requirements for SAP HANA, almost the entire 
memory of the host was carved out for the SAP HANA virtual machine. Having a large virtual machine 
would allow us to exercise some of the performance use cases for SAP HANA. 
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Figure 12: SAP HANA Virtual Machine specifications 

3.1 SAP HANA Storage configuration: 

 

The backend storage used was a Pure FA-400 Flash Array with two shelves that included 44 238 GB 
Flash drives and 8.2 TB usable capacity. 

 

Figure 13: Pure Storage Array Details 

 

A 12 TB LUN was created and dedicated for use in the virtualized SAP HANA validation effort. This was 
repository for all SAP HANA related disks.   
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Figure 14: LUN for SAP HANA Datastore   

3.2 Use Case 1:  SAP HANA Data Load: 

 

The performance of the HANA system during system startup and times of load is critical to reduce 
downtime and improve the Recovery Time Objective for a HANA system.  In this use case, we emulated 
system startup from disk and created load operations on SAP HANA that would add 23 million rows every 
two minutes.  The SFLIGHT sample Database provided by SAP is used as the seed data for the HANA 
database.  
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Figure 15:  Sample Tables from SFLIGHT database 

The CPU utilization of the 16 core HANA system was monitored during the load. As expected the load 
process is very CPU intensive touching 80% utilization during the startup process.  

 

The maximum CPU utilization in the system was observed  during the system startup. When new data 
was being created on a running system the CPU utilization was observed to be much smaller as all the 
transactions were happening in memory.  
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Figure 16: CPU load during HANA System startup 

A program that creates 23 million additional rows of data every two minutes was run against the HANA to 
generate massive load on the HANA system. The database create statement for this data is shown below 
in Figure 14. 

 

 

Figure 17: Code used to generate massive amounts of data 

 

During the massive data creation there is a lot of IO generated at the persistent storage layer of the 
HANA database. During the load the IO bandwidth utilization varied between 600-1000 MB/s and the high 
performance Pure FlashArray was able to service the load with no delay and sub millisecond latencies as 
shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 18: Varying IO during SAP HANA Load 

This use case has shown that SAP HANA on Flash is an ideal platform to reduce startup times and 
performs well during massive data creation operations. The system was able to perform without any 
degradation and absorb the variations seen during the different phases of operation in an SAP HANA 
system. 

 

The maximum resident memory of a HANA system should be less than half the total memory of the 
system from a best practice perspective. Figure 15 shows the working set of the HANA memory to be 
close to half of the total memory of the system. This represents a fully loaded condition for the HANA 
system. 
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Figure 19: HANA Resident Database size at half the actual memory 

 

3.3 Use Case 2: Backup and Recovery for HANA: 

 

Backup and recovery capability is one of the most critical requirements for enterprise applications and 
databases. Backups typically affect the performance of the system when it happens and needs to be 
optimized to reduce impact. Virtualized HANA provides the capability to architect many smaller systems 
compared to having a single large HANA system with multiple applications running on it as is the case for 
physical appliance based HANA. Backup and Recovery capabilities are enhanced by having smaller 
systems to backup and recover as the time taken for these processes are reduced. Smaller HANA 
systems also have a smaller failure domain impacting a reduced set of users and applications. 

 

In this use case the load generation on the system was started to generate 23 million rows every 2 
minutes while an actual backup was being performed. 

 

 

Figure 20: Statistics from backup run 

The HANA backup utility was used to run the backups. The statistics show that the backup was 
completed in a short time of 4 minutes with a throughput of 300 MB/s, which is very impressive on a fully 
loaded HANA system. 
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Figure 21: Impact of backup on data load process 

 

The performance of the load process that generates 23 million additional rows every two minutes was 
monitored during the backup process. The load process takes 12 seconds longer when the backup was 
happening compared to the two minute average without backups which equates to just a 10% 
degradation in performance.  
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Figure 22: Flash Array performance during backups 

During the backups there was tremendous load placed on the array as seen in Figure 18. The ability of All 
Flash arrays to absorb massive amounts of IO helped the HANA system complete its backups in a short 
amount of time with minimal performance impact on the system.  

 

Figure 23: SAP HANA Recovery from backup 

Another critical element is the ability to recover. Backups are useless unless they work for recovery. Time 
to recover from backups is also very critical as it affects the Recovery Time Objective (RTO).  Short 
recovery time for SAP HANA is required to meet strict SLAs from the business. The backups were 
successfully recovered and the degraded system was back online in less than 8 minutes. The solution 
architecture we have developed for this use case with HANA running on vSphere with All Flash backend 
storage is an ideal environment for backup and recovery.  

3.3.1 Use Case 3: Improved Virtualized HANA Availability with HANA replication: 

 

The VMware vCloud suite platform provides inherent availability with capabilities like vSphere vMotion 
and High Availability. One can live migrate SAP HANA across hosts in minutes with zero downtime and 
zero data loss for planned HW maintenance activities. 
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vSphere HA helps maximize uptime by automatically restarting SAP HANA virtual machines in the event 
of any HW failure on the remaining nodes in the cluster. In addition VMWare DRS can automatically 
balance virtualized HANA workloads across the entire vSphere cluster.  

 

3.3.2 SAP HANA System Replication: 

 

While VMware HA provides protection against HW failures, it does not protect against any HANA 
application failures.  SAP provides System Replication as an alternative HA solution for SAP HANA for 
application level failures.  This solution provides an extremely short RTO.  System replication provides for 
a secondary standby SAP HANA system that runs in sync with the primary system.  

 

Figure 24: SAP HANA System Replication (Source: scn.sap.com) 

The secondary system can take over in the event of a primary system failure or for any application level 
planned maintenance activity. The instances in the secondary system operate in live replication mode. 
The secondary system services constantly communicates with their primary counterparts, replicating and 
persisting data and logs, and also have all the data preloaded into memory and kept constantly up to 
date. The secondary system is passive and does not service any requests or queries. Combining 
vSphere HA, vMotion and DRS with HANA system replication can provide enhanced availability and meet 
very stringent availability SLAs. 

3.3.3 Important Prerequisites for HANA System Replication: 

 The primary and secondary systems are both installed and configured.  

 The software version of the secondary has to be equal to or newer than the one on the primary. 

 The secondary system must have the same SAP system ID and instance number as the primary 
system.  
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3.3.4 Steps for setting up HANA System Replication: 

 An initial data backup of the primary system is mandatory is required prior to setting up system 
replication  

 The primary system should be enabled for system replication 

 Setup the replication relationship between secondary and primary system 

 Start the initial full replication by initiating replication on secondary system. 

 After initial replication, incremental data replication and continuous log replication automatically 
happens 

  The status of system replication should be actively monitored. 

 

Figure 25:HANA System Replication components 
 

3.3.5 Setting up Replication for Virtualized HANA: 

 

Setting up multiple systems with identical SAP HANA installations and instances as per the requirements 
can be a daunting task in physical environments. In a vSphere environment one can have templates and 
leverage cloning to meet these requirements.  The primary and secondary systems can be deployed in a 
matter of hours rather than days while maintaining consistency across hosts and environments.  In our 
setup these capabilities of vSphere were leveraged and the entire replication was setup within a couple of 
hours.  

 

Figure 21 shows the two SAP HANA systems that are part of the replication pair.  The steps required for 
setting up replication were executed and the SYNCMEM mode of replication was chosen. Figure 22 
shows a snapshot of the replication during the initialization phase. 
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Figure 26: Initialization of HANA System Replication 

During the replication process the storage performance was monitored and it was observed that lots of IO 
bandwidth was consumed during the process as seen in Figure 23. One additional aspect of system 
replication is that two copies of the same data is stored independent of each other.  

 

 

Figure 27: Storage Performance during initial HANA system replication 

In Legacy storage this would imply using twice the storage and incurring additional storage costs. Modern 
Flash Arrays have inbuilt de-duplication that reduces these inefficiencies and stores only one copy of the 
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duplicate data. The Pure Array used for this deployment provided us with inline de-duplication avoiding 
any added storage costs with HANA system replication. 

 

 

Figure 28: HANA System Takeover 

3.3.6 HANA System Takeover: 

SAP HANA Replication provides capabilities for the secondary system to takeover primary responsibilities 
through a utility available with SAP HANA studio. This mechanism can be combined with automation 
available with SUSE HA to make it seamless to the clients connecting to the SAP HANA system.  

 

3.3.7 SAP HANA on Flash an ideal platform for HANA replication: 

 

Virtualized SAP HANA running on All Flash Storage is ideally suited for replication. The easy setup of 
primary and secondary systems combined with high performance storage with de-duplication is the ideal 
infrastructure for SAP HANA replication. 
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3.4 Use Case 4: Dynamic Tiering with Virtualized HANA: 

SAP HANA systems in their native form can be very expensive due to the large amount of RAM required 
to store all the data in memory. Though this is ideal, not all data needs to be in memory. By moving data 
that is not frequently accessed into disk based storage, there can be a reduction in the memory footprint 
of the HANA system. This can bring a lot of efficiency in the infrastructure but the disk storage needs to 
be highly performant in order to not slow down the system. By running SAP HANA on All flash based 
storage access to the warm data can be optimized. 

3.4.1  
SAP HANA Dynamic Tiering: 

The dynamic tiering option in SAP HANA provides the capability to keep the data either in memory or 
on the disk, while still maintaining the columnar format. Dynamic tiering option helps users to choose 
memory for hot data and disk for warm data, helping to strike the right price/performance balance. There 
is a concept called an “extended table” that is leveraged to create warm data. These extended tables can 
be queried and modified using standard SQL statements similar to any other SAP HANA tables. 

 

 

Figure 29: SAP HANA Dynamic Tiering (Source: Blogs.sap.com) 

 

3.4.2 Deploying Dynamic Tiering on Virtualized SAP HANA: 

SAP HANA recently introduced Dynamic Tiering from SPS09 onwards for use with BW, and any custom 

application with capability manage the movement of data between memory and warm storage. Dynamic 

Tiering provides the capability to manage SAP HANA disk based “Warm Data” on an Extended Storage 

Host, by moving data that is not needed to disk while still providing the ability to query it from HANA.  

Starting with SPS10 SAP guidelines suggest that up to 40% of the database data can exist as Warm data 

on disk. This is projected in the future versions to be 70% of the data.   
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3.4.3 Benefits of using Dynamic Tiering with virtualized HANA on Flash: 

Virtualized HANA with TDI provides the flexibility to right size the database server based on true 

requirements. One can dynamically adjust the memory and storage requirements based on changing 

needs. Dynamic tiering provides the opportunity to reduce memory and software costs and bring 

efficiency to the infrastructure. It also provides the ability to host multi-tenant HANA infrastructures by 

logically separating out compute resources for different tenants. 

3.5 Study on the effect of Dynamic Tiering on SAP HANA: 

Enabling Dynamic Tiering with SAP HANA can potentially impact performance of the system. The 
extended tables used with Dynamic Tiering are stored on disk compared to other HANA tables that are 
stored in memory.  Using an All Flash storage to back the extended table store for dynamic tiering can 
reduce the impact of DT on HANA performance. We performed tests for some of the common activity that 
happens in a Dynamic Tiering environment that include: 

1. Data loading to Warm data store. 
2. Migration of data from Hot (Memory) to Warm (Fast Disk) data store 
3. Migration of data from Warm (Fast Disk) to Hot (Memory) data store 

 

3.5.1 Data Loading into Extended Tables: 

 

Data was loaded into Extended tables associated with Dynamic Tiering and the impact on the 
infrastructure. The load operation included loading multiple tables over an extended period of time.  The 
impact on storage was monitored during the load. The load over one hour showed that there was some 
impact on the storage subsystem with throughput in the order of 250 MBPS over the time period during 
the intensive data load operation. Since the Warm Data store is backed by All Flash Storage, the 
latencies are sub milliseconds throughout the load process 
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Figure 30: Storage performance during data load over an hour into the HANA warm data store 

 

3.5.2 Migration from data from Hot (Memory) to Warm (Fast Disk) data store: 

 

Multiple tables with an aggregate of 1 Billion rows of data was chosen and migrated from memory to disk. 
The impact of the operation was studied on the infrastructure. The migration was almost instantaneous 
with minimal impact on the storage. There was a small spike (first spike in Figure 27) in IOPS (5000) for a 
very short duration. All data stored in memory are also stored in disk in SAP HANA. So the migration to 
disk was just a sync operation with any and all latest changes in memory synchronized to disk.  So the 
performance impact of this was negligible. 

 

 

3.5.3 Migration from data from Warm (Fast Disk) to Hot (Memory) data store: 

 

Multiple tables with an aggregate of 1 Billion rows of data was chosen and migrated from disk to memory. 
The impact of the operation was studied on the infrastructure. The migration took more than two minutes 
as the data had to be read from disk and loaded into memory.  During the migration of the data from disk, 
there is a large spike in reads as can be expected and shown below (Second spike in Figure 27).  The 
IOPS once again increases to 5000 and the throughput over the period of the load is just 200 MBPS 
(Read).  During the duration of the load into memory the latency remained at sub millisecond levels. 
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Figure 31: Storage performance during hot to warm migrations of HANA data 
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3.6 Conclusion: 

 

Running SAP HANA on vCloud Suite backed by All Flash storage provides many advantages. We have 
many different use cases for virtualized SAP HANA that has clearly showcased its benefits. 

 When SAP HANA is run on a Pure Storage FlashArray we see a reduction in startup times and 
excellent performance during massive data creation operations. 

 Backups of the HANA system happen with great efficiency in time with adequate performance 
and minimal impact on the running system. The backups were successfully recovered and the 
degraded system was back online in less than eight minutes. The solution architecture we have 
developed for this use case with HANA running on vSphere with All Flash backend storage is an 
ideal environment for backup and recovery. 

 Virtualized SAP HANA running on All Flash Storage is ideally suited for replication. The easy 
setup of primary and secondary systems combined with high performance storage with de-
duplication is the ideal infrastructure for SAP HANA replication. 

 Leveraging Dynamic Tiering can help improve efficiency of the hardware used for Virtualized SAP 
HANA on Flash, by reducing the memory footprint while still providing adequate performance for 
the users. 
 

These use cases have shown that virtualizing HANA backed by All Flash shared storage is the ideal 
platform. It provides the best mix of performance, flexibility, cost savings and efficiency that is not 
available in other HANA implementations. 
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